
Year 4 Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core text: Noah Barleywater Runs Away by John Boyne

Writing Outcomes: Persuasive letter

Punctuation
and
Grammar

Word Level:
- The grammatical di�erence between plural and possessive –s
- Standard English forms for verb in�ections instead of local spoken forms [for example, we were instead of we was, or I did instead of I done]

Sentence Level:
- 2 adjective pairs sentences
- 3_ed sentences
- Emotion word, comma sentences
- Personi�cation of weather sentences/ This is that sentences
- Last word, �rst word sentences
- Then & Now sentences

Text Level:
- Use of paragraphs to organise ideas around a theme
- Appropriate choice of pronoun or noun within and across sentences to aid cohesion and avoid repetition

Punctuation:
- Use of inverted commas and other punctuation to indicate direct speech [for example, a comma after the reporting clause; end punctuation

within inverted commas: The conductor shouted, “Sit down!”]
- Apostrophes to mark plural possession [for example, the girl’s name, the girls’ names]

- Use of commas after fronted adverbials

Spelling scene seen
whose who’s
a�ect  e�ect
here   hear
heel heal

circle century
centaur  circus
princess voice
medicine
celebrate celery
pencil

solar    solution
soluble insoluble
dissolve   real
reality  realistic
unreal   realisation

phone  telephone
phonics   microphone
phonograph   sign
signature assign
designer   signaller

supermarket   superman
superstar    superhuman
antiseptic   anticlockwise
antisocial autobiography
autograph   automatic

bicycle  biplane
biped   bicentennial
biannual  bilingual
bicuspid  biceps
binoculars   bisect



Maths Decimals
-bonds to 10 and 100
-make a whole
-write decimals
-compare decimals
-order decimals
-round decimals
-halves and quarters

Measurement: Money
-pounds and pence
-ordering money
-estimating money
-convert pounds and pence
-add money
-subtract money
-find change
-working with money
-four operations

Measurement: Time
-tell time to 5 minutes
-tell time to minute
-am and pm
-24-hour clock
-hours, minutes and seconds
-years, months, weeks and days
-analogue to digital 12 hour
-analogue to digital 24 hour

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for all: 2-12

Geography Topic: What is Climate Change?
● To de�ne the terms ‘weather’ and ‘climate’ and identify examples of each.
● To understand what is meant by the terms ‘climate change’ and ‘global warming’
● To identify some of the factors contributing to climate change
● To discuss the ways in which our planet is a�ected by climate change
● To know how we can help prevent climate change
● To understand what is meant by the word ‘activism’ and whether activists can create change.

Religion Weeks 1-3 Religion: Judaism - Rites of Passage
● I can describe the Bar/bat  Mitzvah and give my opinion on the ceremony.
● I can tell you about Tu’ B Shivat and Mizvah day and how these holidays help Jewish people feel more committed to God.
● I can tell you the top 6 ways that I think Jewish people can show commitment to God.

Weeks 4-6 Religion: Buddhism - Beliefs in Practice
● I can match the 8 fold path to actions that Buddhists can take.
● I can tell you what I think is the best way for Buddhists to lead a good life.
● I can compare the 8 fold path and  the Christian 10 commandments and discuss similarities and di�erences.

Art Topic: Sculpture
Children will explore  the work of  Cameroonian artist Pascale Marthine Tayou, thinking about the importance of eco-friendly materials in creating
sustainable art. They will draw inspiration from Tayou’s work to create their own sculptures.

● I can share my thoughts on an artist's work.
● I can use a range of techniques to manipulate materials for e�ect.
● I can experiment with form to create a composition.
● I can design a sculpture using recycled materials.



● I can create a sculpture using recycled materials.
● I can evaluate my �nished design.

PSHE Topic: Citizenship
● Understand what human rights are and why they are important.
● Understand how reusing items bene�ts the environment.
● Understand the range of groups that exist in the wider community.
● Understand how community groups can focus on di�erent areas of interest.
● Understand that diversity supports a community to work e�ectively.
● Understand the role of local councillors.

PE Games: Cricket
● To consolidate skills and improve technique.
● To receive a ball from one direction and strike it into or �eld it from another direction.
● To develop simple tactics in a game activity.
● To understand what makes up good technique.

Computing Programming
● Understand how to create a simple script in Scratch – be able to change sprite and prevent the sprite from rotating.
● Use decomposition to identify key features and understand how to decipher actions that make the quiz game work.
● Understand what a variable is and how to use the ‘say’ and ‘ask’ blocks.
● Create a variable and be able to use a variable to record a score.
● Understand what a variable is and how it works within a program.

Spanish Topic: Habitats
Children to learn core vocabulary relating to animals and their habitats
Form structured sentences to describe animal habitats.


